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Abstract: 

Link error and malicious packet dropping are two sources for packet losses in mult i-hop wireless ad hoc network. In this paper, 

while observing a sequence of packet losses in the network, we are interested in determining whether the losses are caused by  link 

errors only, or by the combined effect of link errors and malicious drop. We are especially interested in the insider-attack case, 

whereby malicious nodes that are part of the route explo it their knowledge of the communication context  to selectively d rop a  

small amount of packets critical to the network performance. Because the packet dropping rate in this case is comparable to the 

channel error rate, conventional algorithms that are based on detecting the packet loss rate cannot achieve satisfactory dete ction 

accuracy. To improve the detection accuracy, we propose to explo it the correlat ions between lost packets. To ensure truthful 

calculation of these correlations, we develop a HLA based public audit ing architecture that allows the detector to verify the 

truthfulness of the packet loss information  reported by nodes. This construct ion is privacy preserving, collusion proof, and incurs 

low communication  and storage overheads. To reduce the computation overhead of the baseline scheme, a packet -block-based 

mechanis m is also proposed, which allows one to trade detection accuracy for lower computation complexity. We verify that the 

proposed mechanisms achieve significantly better detection accuracy than conventional methods such as a maximum -likelihood 

based detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In a multi-hop wireless network, nodes cooperate in relaying/ 

routing traffic. An adversary can exploit this cooperative 

nature to launch attacks. For example, the adversary may first 

pretend to be a cooperative node in the route discovery 

process. Once being included in a route, the adversary starts 

dropping packets. In the most severe form, the malicious node 

simply stops forwarding every packet received from upstream 

nodes, completely d isrupting the path between the source and 

the destination. Eventually, such a severe denial-of-service 

(DoS) attack can paralyze the network by partit ioning its 

topology. Even though persistent packet dropping can 

effectively  degrade the performance of the network, from the 

attacker’s standpoint such an “always-on” attack has its 

disadvantages. First, the continuous presence of extremely 

high packet loss rate at the malicious nodes makes this type of 

attack easy to be detected. Second, once being detected, these 

attacks are easy to mit igate.  For example, in case the attack is 

detected but the malicious nodes are not identified, one can 

use the randomized multi-path routing algorithms, to 

circumvent the black holes generated by the attack, 

probabilistically eliminating the attacker’s threat. If the 

malicious nodes are also identified, their threats can be 

completely eliminated by simply delet ing these nodes from the 

network’s routing table. A malicious node that is part of the 

route can explo it its knowledge of the network protocol and 

the communication context to launch an insider attack—an 

attack that is intermittent, but can achieve the same 

performance degradation effect as a persistent attack at a much 

lower risk o f being detected. Specifically, the malicious node 

may  evaluate the importance of various packets, and then drop 

the small amounts that are deemed high ly critical to the 

operation of the network.   For example, in  a frequency-

hopping network, these could be the packets that convey 

frequency hopping sequences for network-wide frequency-

hopping synchronization; in an ad hoc cognitive radio 

network, they could be the packets that carry the idle channel 

lists (i.e., white spaces) that are used to establish a network-

wide control channel. By targeting these highly crit ical 

packets, have shown that an intermittent insider attacker can 

cause significant damage to the network with low probability 

of being caught. In this system, we are interested in combating 

such an insider attack. In particular, we are interested in the 

problem of detecting the occurrence of selective packet drops 

and identifying the malicious node(s) responsible for these 

drops. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The most of the related works preclude the ambiguity of the 

environment by assuming that malicious dropping is the only 

source of packet loss, so that there is no need to account for 

the impact of link errors. On the other hand, for the small 

number of works that differentiate between link erro rs and 

malicious packet drops, their detection algorithms usually 

require the number of maliciously-dropped packets to be 

significantly h igher than link errors, in order to achieve 

acceptable detection accuracy. Depending on how much 

weight a detection algorithm gives to link errors relat ive to 

malicious packet drops, the related work can be classified  into 

the following two categories. The first category aims at high 

malicious dropping rates, where most (or all) lost packets are 

caused by malicious dropping. The second category targets the 

scenario where the number of maliciously dropped packets is 

significantly higher than that caused by link errors, but the 

impact of link errors is non-negligible. In an open wireless 

environment, link errors are quite significant, and may not be 

significantly s maller than the packet dropping rate of the 

insider attacker. So, the insider attacker can camouflage under 

the background of harsh channel conditions. In this case, just 

by observing the packet loss rate is not enough to accurately 
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identify the exact cause of a packet loss. This problem has not 

been well addressed in the existing system. In the existing 

system first category case, the impact  of link errors is ignored. 

In the second Category, Certain knowledge of the wireless 

channel is necessary in this case. 

 

III. PROPOS ED METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Setup Phase  

In this module the User have to register first, then only he/she 

has to access the data base. After registration the user can 

login to the site. The authorization and authentication process 

facilitates the system to protect itself and besides it protects 

the whole mechanism from unauthorized usage. The 

Registration involves in getting the details of the users who 

wants to use this application. Th is phase takes place right after 

route PSD is established, but before any data packets are 

transmitted over the route. The Admin can upload the file to 

Server. The file will get encrypted by RSA Algorithm. Key 

distribution may be based on the public-key crypto-system. 

 

 
Figure.1.Architecture of IP Traceback 

 

B. Packet transmission phase 

A network packet  is a formatted unit of data carried by a 

packet-switched network. Computer communications links 

that do not support packets, such as traditional point-to-point 

telecommunications links, simply trans mit data as a bit stream. 

When data is formatted into packets, the bandwidth of the 

communicat ion medium can be better shared among users than 

if the network were circu it switched.  

 

C. Audit Phase 

This phase is triggered when the public auditor Ad receives an 

ADR message from S. The ADR message includes the id of 

the nodes on PSD, ordered in the downstream d irection, S’s 

HLA public key information, the sequence numbers of the 

most recent M packets sent by S, and the sequence numbers of 

the subset of these M packets that were received by D. Recall 

that we assume the information sent by S and D is truthful, 

because detecting attacks is in their interest. 

 
D. Detection Phase 

The public auditor Ad enters the detection phase after 

receiving and auditing the reply to its challenge from all nodes 

on PSD. The main tasks of Ad in this phase include the 

following: detecting any overstatement of packet loss at each 

node, constructing a packet-loss bitmap  for each hop, 

calculating the autocorrelation function for the packet loss on 

each hop, and deciding whether malicious behavior is present. 

The above detection process applies to one end-to-end path. 

The detection for multip le paths can be performed as multiple 

independent detections, one for each path. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RES EARCH 

 

 
Figure. 2. Upload File 

 

The experimental results show the effectivenes s of the system. 

Fig 2 shows the admin is uploading the required file to the 

server. Fig 3 shows user logging and entering the security 

question. After authenticating the selected file is downloaded. 

And finally Fig 4 shows the lost packets and received packets 

 

 
Figure .3. Downloading File 

 

 
Figure. 4. Detecting Packet Loss 

 

V. CONCLUS ION AND FUTURE ENCHANCEMENT 

 

A feasible DDoS attack source traceback scheme, the marking 

on demand scheme, based on the deterministic packet marking 

mechanis m. In general, the proposed scheme fundamentally 

addresses the scalability problem of the existing DPM based 

traceback schemes. As a result, we can traceback every attack 

source (router) on the Internet, which is impossible for the 

previous traceback schemes. In future work, we first plan to 

extend the current work to improve the availab ility of the 

MOD server itself as it  is a  centralized system. Second, we 

expect to extend the proposed scheme to trace back to each 

every attack computer by using mult iple packets for marking 

coding. Thirdly, a thorough investigation on the MOD system 

is desired, such as the false positive rate and false negative rate 

of the MOD scheme. Finally, a  real system prototype is 

planned to examine the efficiency of the proposed scheme in 

practice in the near future. 
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